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Transition HD is a powerful and easy-to-use program
designed to convert video content from one format to
another. With high performance multi-threading video
processing, Transition HD will convert your video files
quickly and easily. Now you will be able to enjoy your

videos on your home HDTV. With support for Apple Final
Cut Pro X, Transition HD is a must-have program for anyone

with HD videos on their HDTV. Have the original on your
computer and the high definition version on your HDTV.
Transition HD Performs: ￭ Can convert any video formats
including AVI, WMV, MPEG, XVID, DV, SVCD to HD formats
including XVID, MPEG-2, H.264. ￭ Can preview your video

before converting it to HD, allowing you to make sure it will
look right in HD before you start. ￭ Highly intuitive and easy-
to-use interface. ￭ Can convert to MPEG-2 and H.264 video

formats and Dolby 5.1 (AC3) audio. ￭ Will work with all
Windows versions including Vista, XP, Me, and 2000. ￭

Multithreaded performance with multi-core processing. ￭
Can do interlacing for progressive scan at 30p, 24p, 16p,

and 15p. ￭ Can do progressive scan at 30p, 25p, 24p, 23p,
22p, and 21p. ￭ Can do progressive scan at 30p, 25p, and
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24p at 50p or 60p, or 48p. ￭ Can do progressive scan at
25p, 24p, and 23p at 50p. ￭ Can do progressive scan at 24p
at 50p. ￭ Can do progressive scan at 25p and 23p at 60p. ￭
Can do progressive scan at 24p at 60p. ￭ Can handle multi-

pitch, grey, and RGB video. ￭ Can handle video with
resolution up to 1920x1680 at 30, 25 or 24p. ￭ Can handle

video with resolution up to 1920x1440 at 24p. ￭ Can handle
video with resolution up to 1920x1280 at 23p. ￭ Can handle

video with resolution up to 1920x1080 at 21p. �
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Transition HD, is a Video Converter that can convert AVI,
WMV, MPEG, AVCHD, MTS, M2TS, TS, and VOB files into HD

video, MP3, MP4, M4A, AMR and WAV audio. It can also
upscale the image quality and/or bitrate to HD using the
best quality settings. It also supports multi-threading for
faster conversions. Transition HD can convert your video
content, including SD and HD media, into several output

video formats including AVI, WMV, MPG, M4V, RM, VOB and
MPEG including DivX, XviD, VC1, H.264 and more.

Transition HD comes with a built-in Editor to trim your video
content using Video Toaster, adding effects to your videos,

and previewing your videos before conversion is done.
What's new in version 3.0: NEW Features: - Plugins with the
capability to import/export project to/from other software. -

New protection for video clips that can be spliced from
video. - New wizard for resolution, frame size and audio

format. - Other minor improvements and bug fixes.
ScreenShots of "Transition HD" : Key Features of Transition
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HD: ￭ HD Conversion ￭ DVD and Blu-ray Ripper ￭ Supports
all major video formats including all HD/SD media and all
major audio formats including digital audio formats, MP3,

MP4, WAV, AC3, OGG, M4A, AMR, etc. ￭ Supports both
progressive and interlaced conversion. ￭ Supports both

single and multiple threads with a choice of optimization
settings. ￭ Allows you to preview your videos before

conversion. ￭ Allows you to trim your videos using video
toaster and "mask cut" feature. ￭ Allows you to add

transitions and special effects to your videos, using video
toaster. ￭ Allows you to select different file format for audio

output. ￭ Allows you to select file format for the project
output. ￭ Allows you to output the video from the media

that was originally captured, allowing you to output video
files from camcorders, IPods, video cameras, all media
players and converters, etc. ￭ Allows you to create and
convert movies using the most popular video to DVDs,
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Transition HD is a flexible, easy-to-use and powerful
solution that will allow you to convert video content into
high definition video using various media formats including
AVI, WMV, and MPEG. The software also converts the audio
portion of each video project into Digital Dolby 5.1 (AC3)
audio, which is the standard audio format for HD. Here are
some key features of "Transition HD Conversion": ￭ HD
Conversion wizard and expert mode to support all
experience levels. ￭ Choice of HD frame sizes including
standard television formats in HD. ￭ Choice of interlacing or
progressive scan lines. ￭ Choice of using the most popular
input and output video formats. ￭ Choice of video
compression including numerous system codecs. ￭ Choice
of frame speeds and quality level for each project. ￭ Choice
of audio output formats including HD Digital Dolby 5.1
(AC3). Limitations: ￭ 14 days trial Key Features: Preview
Your Video as a.AVI And.WMV Preview Your Video as a.MP3
Here are the options for switching the video format from
AVI to WMV and vice versa: ￭ Feature 2: Converts HD video
into regular video and Sound into.MP3 format. ￭ Feature 3:
Converts only the audio portion of the video from an input
file into.MP3 format. ￭ Feature 4: Converts the video
portion of the input file into.MP3 format. ￭ Feature 5:
Converts the audio portion of the input file into.MP3 format.
￭ Feature 6: Shows the original input and the output files. ￭
Feature 7: Delivers an HTML file of the video files, the
original input file, and the output files. ￭ Feature 8: Stops
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automatically after converting one project (optionally). ￭
Option 1: Starting from the information menu screen, just
choose the format you wish to change from the listed
formats. ￭ Option 2: Open the format you wish to change
from the list of formats. ￭ Option 3: Choose the output
format from the list of formats. Key Features: Preview Your
Video as a.AVI And.WMV Preview Your Video as a.MP3 Here
are the options for switching the video format

What's New in the Transition HD?

"Transition HD Convert your old video to High Definition
and create great video based on all popular standards. With
Transition HD, you can easily convert the most popular
standard video into high definition video. You can also
reverse the process and convert all sorts of HD video into
standard video formats, including normal (non-HD), DVD,
SD TV, and even VGA format. The software also converts
the audio portion of each video project into Digital Dolby
5.1 (AC3) audio, which is the standard audio format for HD.
You can select your frame size and frame rate and adjust
the compression quality to get the best result. It has a
flexible design, and you can choose from a wide range of
input and output formats including file formats like AVI,
WMV, MPEG, MP4, and MOV as well as popular websites
including YouTube, Hulu, BBC, MTV, VEVO, and
Dailymotion. You can also enjoy all common features like
toolbars, smart handles, and advanced streaming. You can
start a new video conversion project at any time and start
creating your very first HD video with great time and effort
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savings." Get the full version and see more information on
the product website: Transition HD Help: For help or
support when using the software, please contact a
customer service representative. Transition HD Discount:
"Reduction 20% "Discount for the web version of the
software: For an annual subscription price of $34.95, the
free web-based version of Transition HD can be used for up
to 14 days. If you want to continue using the program after
that, then you can purchase the full version at $49.95 (for
both Windows and Mac). The free version comes with the
following features: ￭ Create high definition video from any
video format including AVI, WMV, MPG, MP4, MOV, MP3,
WMA, and ACC. ￭ Convert any video into any formats
including NTSC, PAL, 4:3 and 16:9 standard size. ￭ You can
also create high definition video with the same interface as
the full version. ￭ The software also supports the editing,
adding text, adding pictures, adding videos, adding
animations, adding effects and modifying transitions."
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System Requirements:

CPU: Intel P55, AMD FX-8350 or above. RAM: 8 GB+
MEMORY: 32+ GB GPU: GTX 970, GTX 1060 or better
DISPLAY: 1920*1080 HD or higher resolution Keyboard:
Standard QWERTY keyboard Mouse: Standard mouse iPad
(iOS 11.0): 2048 iPad Pro (iOS 11.0): 4096 iPhone (iOS
11.0): 512 iPhone 6S Plus (iOS 11.0): 1024
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